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Lecture 4: Quantum computing on authenticated data
In this lecture we introduce the notion of quantum computing on authenticated data (QCAD) and show

that the trap scheme admits QCAD. We then list some applications of QCAD.

1 What is QCAD?

It is helpful to think of two parties: a trusted verifier who prepares authenticated data with secret classical
key k and a malicious attacker who is to act upon the authenticated data without knowledge of k. The goal is
to construct an authentication scheme with the property that for each gate G belonging to some universal set
of gates there exists a gadget circuit G̃ that the attacker can perform on authenticated data so as to implement
a logical G. Furthermore, we require that the gadget G̃ be independent of the choice of classical key k so
that it may be implemented by an attacker without knowledge of k.

Normally, any non-identity gadget G̃ would invalidate the authenticated state. We therefore require a
scheme which allows the verifier to validate the state again simply by updating the classical key k 7→ k′.
Moreover, by updating the key in this way the verifier effectively forces the attacker to apply the desired
gadget G̃ as otherwise the state would fail verification under the updated key k′.

2 A universal gate set for the trap scheme

In order to achieve QCAD for the trap scheme based on code C, we require that C be a self-dual CSS
code. The seven-qubit Steane code is one example of a self-dual CSS code that suffices for this purpose.
Specifically, it follows from Proposition 4 of Lecture 3 that if our trap scheme is to have security (2/3)d/2

then it suffices to base the trap scheme upon the Steane code nested a sufficient number of levels so as to
achieve distance d.

Our universal gate set consists of the following gates, listed in the order they are presented in the fol-
lowing subsections.

1. The standard single-qubit Pauli gates, denoted X,Y, Z.

2. The standard two-qubit controlled-NOT gate, denoted CNOT.

3. The single-qubit i-shift phase gate, denoted K and specified by K : |a〉 7→ ia|a〉 for a ∈ {0, 1}.

4. The single-qubit π/8-phase gate, denoted T and specified by T : |a〉 7→ eaiπ/4|a〉 for a ∈ {0, 1}.

5. The standard single-qubit Hadamard gate, denoted H .
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This gate set is redundant in the sense that only {CNOT, H, T} are required to achieve universality. Indeed,
T 2 = K and K2 = Z, so why bother listing these extra gates? The answer is that the gadgets for the Pauli
and controlled-NOT gates are very simple. By contrast, the gadget forK is a magic state gadget that requires
CNOT and Y and the gadget for T is a magic state gadget that requires CNOT, X , and K. Thus, in order to
get a T gate we must “bootstrap” our way up from Pauli gates, CNOT, and K. (If an application calls for
only Clifford circuits on authenticated data then the T gate construction can be ignored, as {CNOT, H,K}
suffice to generate the Clifford circuits.)

Some gadgets are simple whereas others are more complicated. Gadget design is borrows ideas from
fault-tolerant quantum computation.

2.1 Pauli gates

The gadgets for each Pauli gate X,Y, Z are empty. In order to implement a logical Pauli gate in the trap
scheme the attacker does absolutely nothing to the authenticated register and the verifier simply updates the
Pauli key according to the desired Pauli gate.

In particular, logical Paulis for the seven-qubit Steane code admit straightforward bitwise implementa-
tions. Thus, the verifier can implement a logical Pauli Q in the trap scheme by modifying the Pauli key
according to P 7→ PQ⊗7 where Q⊗7 is applied to encoded data, leaving the Pauli key for the trap registers
unchanged.

2.2 The controlled-NOT gate

The gadget for a controlled-NOT from logical qubit a to logical qubit b is a straightforward bitwise CNOT

applied from each physical qubit of a to its corresponding physical qubit in b.
To see that this simple bitwise gadget implements logical CNOT recall that every CSS code (including

the Steane code) admits a bitwise implementation of logical CNOT. Moreover, the CNOT applied bitwise to
the trap registers acts trivially on those registers:

CNOT : |0〉|0〉 7→ |0〉|0〉
: |+〉|+〉 7→ |+〉|+〉

Finally, observe that bitwise CNOT is invariant under permutation of the physical qubits provided that both
data blocks are subjected to the same permutation. Here we employ the fact that encode-encrypt schemes
allow for the re-use of code keys as discussed in Section 1.4 of Lecture 3.

The Pauli key is updated according to the well-known effect of CNOT on Pauli operations. In particular,
if the Pauli keys for the ith physical qubit from both data blocks are XpZq, XrZs, respectively, then the
updated Pauli keys for these physical qubits are XpZq+s, Xp+rZs.
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2.3 The i-shift gate

Readers familiar with the Steane code know that a bitwiseK gate applied to each physical qubit implements
K∗ on logical data. At first glance one might therefore hope that the K gate, like CNOT, admits a simple
bitwise gadget under the trap scheme. Unfortunately, trap codes do not admit bitwise implementation of the
K gate even if the underlying code does admit such an implementation. Bitwise implementation fails for
trap codes because the trap qubits prepared in state |+〉 are mapped by K to K|+〉 = |0〉 + i|1〉. A trap
qubit in this state is detected as a Z-error with probability 1/2.

Instead we require a more complicated magic state gadget for K that uses only Pauli and CNOT gates
together with measurement in the computational basis. Our gadget is a simple modification of the well-
known fault-tolerant construction for the π/8-gate. The logical gadget for the K gate is depicted as follows.

|0〉+ i|1〉 • Y K|ψ〉

|ψ〉

Here |ψ〉 denotes the arbitrary state of the data qubit; the magic state for this gadget is |0〉 + i|1〉. The
physical gadget to be implemented by the attacker on authenticated data is derived from the above logical
gadget by replacing the input qubits with authenticated registers and by replacing the logical CNOT, Y , and
measurement with their respective physical gadgets.

Once the authenticated magic state has been prepared, all the gates in this gadget except the measurement
can be implemented solely by the attacker. The verifier’s knowledge of the secret key is required in order to
decode the measurement result, which indicates whether a Y correction is needed.

Since Y is a Pauli gate and since Pauli gates require no action from the attacker, this gadget can be
implemented with only one-way classical interaction from attacker to verifier. In particular, the attacker im-
plements the measurement by bitwise measurement of physical data as described in Section 1.3 of Lecture 3.
The verifier decodes the measurement result (and checks for tampering in the process) and then implements
the Y correction (if it is needed) simply by updating the Pauli key for that qubit as described in Section 2.1.

2.4 The π/8-phase gate

The gadget for the T gate is a magic state gadget that is very similar to the magic state gadget for the K
gate described Section 2.3 and consequently much of the discussion from that section applies here. The
well-known fault-tolerant construction for this gate can be used verbatim as the logical gadget for the T gate
in the trap scheme. That construction is reproduced below.

|0〉+ eiπ/4|1〉 • KX T |ψ〉

|ψ〉

The magic state for this gadget is |0〉+ eiπ/4|1〉.
Whereas the gadget for K presented in Section 2.3 specified only a Pauli Y correction, the correction

required in the T gadget is the Clifford gate KX . Two-way communication between verifier and attacker is
required to implement this gadget because the verifier must inform the attacker as to whether to apply a K
gate. Naturally, this K gate, if it is required, is achieved via the magic state gadget presented Section 2.3,
which requires a separate magic state of its own.
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Since K is not a Pauli gate subsequent computation on authenticated quantum data cannot proceed until
the correction is applied (if it is needed). Thus, the verifier must decode the classical measurement result
and reply immediately to the attacker with instructions as to whether a correction is required.

2.5 The Hadamard gate

Similar to the K gate, a logical H gate can be implemented under the Steane code by applying H bitwise to
each physical qubit. One might therefore hope that the H gate admits a simple bitwise gadget under the trap
scheme. Unfortunately, as with the K gate, trap codes do not admit bitwise implementation of H even if the
underlying code does admit such an implementation. Bitwise implementation fails for trap codes because
the |0〉 and |+〉 trap qubits are swapped by the action of bitwise H . Each trap qubit is thus in a state that is
detected as an error with probability 1/2.

As with the implementations of theK and T gates described previously we shall implement the Hadamard
by a magic state gadget. Whereas the gadgets for K,T are compact and efficient, the simplest known magic
state gadget for the Hadamard gate is the teleport-through-Hadamard circuit, which is a special case of the
gate teleportation protocol of Gottesman and Chuang [GC99]. This circuit is depicted below. The magic
state for this gadget is the two-qubit maximally entangled state |00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉 − |11〉.

|00〉+ |11〉

|ψ〉

H

+

H

/_

/_

Z X H|ψ〉

Magic state

Bell measurement

Implementation of the Bell measurement appearing in the above circuit requires that a Hadamard gate
be applied to one of the two qubits immediately prior to measurement. At first glance this requirement
might appear circular, as we require a Hadamard gate in order to implement the Hadamard gate. We claim,
however, that it is possible to implement the Hadamard gate bitwise on authenticated data provided that the
qubit is measured immediately afterward as is the case for a Bell measurement.

This claim is not difficult to justify. As mentioned above, the effect of the bitwise H gate is to swap
the |0〉 traps with the |+〉 traps immediately prior to measurement. But it is trivial to modify any measure-
then-decode procedure (such as that mentioned in Section 1.3 of Lecture 3) so as to take this swap into
account.

As with the gadget for K presented in Section 2.3, the correction in our gadget for H is a Pauli gate.
Hence, implementation of this gadget requires only one-way classical communication from attacker to ver-
ifier.

2.6 Misc remarks

1. The implementation of CNOT necessitates that each authenticated qubit share the same code key.

2. Clifford circuits can be implemented offline (no interaction with the verifier).

3. Any circuit can be implemented with only classical communication between attacker and verifier.
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3 Applications

QCAD appears to be a powerful technique in quantum cryptography. Yet it has thus far found only limited
application, despite being discovered over seven years ago. Here are some of the known uses of QCAD.

3.1 Multi-party quantum computation

QCAD was first discovered in 2006 when it was used in a secure protocol for multi-party quantum com-
putation [BOCG+06]. In that paper QCAD is built on a qudit authentication scheme called the signed
polynomial scheme. Even with QCAD established, the protocol for MPQC is very complicated. Essentially,
the protocol employs secure multi-party classical computation in order to assume the existence of a trusted
classical third party who maintains authentication keys, decodes measurement results, and exchanges only
classical information with the other parties. The parties in the protocol apply an arbitrary quantum circuit by
shuttling authenticated quantum data around via teleportation (sending measurement results to the trusted
third party) and employing QCAD.

3.2 Delegated quantum computation

QCAD was used to implement a form of delegated quantum computation [ABOE10], which allows for a
user with extremely limited quantum computational power to “delegate” an arbitrary quantum computation
to a more powerful server in such a way that the server learns nothing about what was computed and the user
can verify that the server did not tamper with the computation. Their application required only a constant
security guarantee and was applied only to circuits with an all-|0〉 input state and a single classical bit as
output. As such, the user in this application requires only the ability to prepare constant-sized quantum
registers in the first round of the protocol, thereafter exchanging only classical messages with the server.

3.3 Quantum one-time programs

A one-time program allows a user to evaluate a circuit exactly once on an input of his choosing, then self-
destructs. One-time programs cannot be implemented without assumptions about secure hardware, but one-
time programs for classical circuits can be achieved assuming only a hypothetical one-time memory device.
QCAD was employed to show that one-time programs for quantum circuits can be achieved using only the
same one-time memory devices used in classical one-time programs [BGS12]. The idea is to employ a
classical one-time program to manage the key and handle all the classical interaction with the quantum user,
who applies the quantum circuit to authenticated data.
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